Madeira Regions

Mountains of the Interior
Madeira's peaks rise almost vertically from the Atlantic, with verdant valleys and the levada channels winding through.

North Coast
In the rugged north, tall cliffs are pounded by a furious Atlantic and huddling villages boast fascinating tourist attractions.

East Madeira
Planes glide low over the beaches of this densely populated area, and nimble-fingered weavers create wicker wonders.

West Madeira
Madeira's west is a stretch of ripening bananas, tall cliffs, coastal villages and south-facing vineyards.

East Funchal
The eastern half of this energetic city is centred around the atmospheric Zona Velha and the city's main market, both Madeiran must-sees.

West Funchal
Some of the island's best museums, a busy city vibe, a vibrant eating scene and Madeira's finest hotels.

See Funchal & Around Enlargement

Curral das Freiras
Camacha Wicker Factory

Porto Santo
Monte
Jardins Botânicos da Madeira
Mercado dos Lavradores
Zona Velha
Quinta das Cruzes
Museu de Arte Sacra

Final hotels.